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Pen Friendship Project

Children Photos: Letters Distributions
Children before Letter Distribution

Ashni and Santosh reading letters
Arati Receiving Letters

Rajesh with the letters
Manita Showing the letter
Ashni Smiling while receiving photo
Dali Receiving the letter

All are busy in reading
Deepak and Sonam

Enjoying in reading letters
Busy in reading letters

Very Keen in Reading
Rajan and Rojan

Anil and Rajesh reading common letter
Hurry to read

Silence Reading by Arati
Milanjuk

Arun and Pabitra in Photo look
Manita Smiling seeing her pen friend photo  Manita Showing her friend
Girls with letters

Boys with letters
4 kids

Milanjuk showing the photo sent by his friend
Sujan and Rajesh

Mikma showing the letter
Showing letters by girls

Smiley faces after reading letters
Thank You